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Sheehan Hall adopts highway
Amanda Sikora
and Alex Ward
WINONAN

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

This highway sign overlooks Lake Winona and Sheehan
Hall, while Sheehan's sign is 16 miles down the highway.

New ideas for union
result from survey

A few weeks ago, Sheehan
Hall received a sign recognizing
their participation in the adopt-ahigliway program.
The sign is located 18 miles
southeast on Highway 14/61,
while there is another sign located less than a mile from Sheehan
Hall which reads "This section
available."
Members of Sheehan Hall

and the Winona County Highway Department are confused as
to why Sheehan Hall did not
receive that section.
The adopt-a-highway program is a public service program for volunteers to pick up
litter and contribute to making a
cleaner environment.
Groups or individuals who
choose to adopt a part of a highway usually select a segment that
is at least two miles in length.
The group also agrees to pick up
litter and remove large and haz-

Researchers calculate that 55 percent of
all littering is done
intentionally.

■ Volunteers picked up
192 tons of trash in one
day.

From the Minnesota Department

ardous items.
The group usually commits to
the section for at least two years
and is recommended to make
signs for the highway.

She's a man, baby

WINONAN

The conclusion of the food

See Survey, Page 4

of Transportation

Also, members must be at
least 12 years old and take a
safety program in 'How to be
See Sheehan, Page 4

Admissions
employee
dies of rare
cancer

Valerie Kramer

service assessment was there is a
want for the increase in variety
and healthy foods.
"Food service is always a big
The 2001 Student Union
New Ideas Survey made many issue in the commons area," said
realize that some changes need Halbesleben.
"The focus was on new ideas,
to take place.
The survey had two forms, not on satisfaction."
Additional hours at the
including paper and Internet verSmaug
and Wharf were also
sions, both of which were given
favored.
The most interest in
to randomly selected students.
types
of
food
was in Chinese and
One-third of the individuals
Mexican
foods.
Therefore, the
given paper forms responded,
and 533 students responded over suggested conclusion would be
the Internet. Students were also to increase Smaug and Wharf
able to pick up the paper forms hours and provide
and return them to the student Chinese and Mexican-type
foods and increase the servings
union desk.
Results of the 2001 survey of health foods.
The final area of the
were based on the 1998 survey.
commons
consists of the bowlThe survey, however, was aimed
ing alley,
more toward
game room
new
ideas
and Art Tye
rather
than
"The bottom line is
Lounge.
with the satiswhat students' wants
The
survey
faction of
and needs are while
stated that
current ones.
keeping the whole
fewer than
Each area of
50 percent
university in line."
Kryzsko Comof students
mons was
had never
included in the
used this
survey, which
JOE REED
area since
was compiled
Student union director
the beginby 1999 WSU
ning of the
graduate
school
year.
Students
were asked
Jonathan Halbesleben.
to
rank
new
ideas,
which
includHalbesleben was involved
ed
a
Cyber
Cafe,
lounge
with
with the 1998 survey and curstage,
student
activity
rently attends graduate school at
center or no change at all. The
the University of Oklahoma.
most
popular was to build a
The Student Answer Center
had a positive outcome, espe- Cyber Café, which • would
cially with courtesy and helpful- include a dance floor, coffee
ness and with the consistency of vendor, network jacks and a
stage. The least popular was no
their responses.
"I recommended that the change at all.
Overall, new ideas of
SAC increase the marketing of
interest
expressed were the addithe Web site," said Halbesleben.
tion
of
a
post office, additional
The bookstore was another
Smaug
hours,
including weekconcern of the survey. The qualiends
and
breaks,
and a Cyber
ty and service were ranked high,
Cafe.
which was an increase from the
"The drawback of a post
1998 survey.
office
is that there may be no
"I suggested that the bookprofit,"
said Halbesleben.
store improve their marketing of
Some ways to provide post
sales and promotions," said
office services may be done
Halbesleben.

■

■ The program's
participants removed
26,000 tons of litter and
debris in 1997.

Patricia
Spear

Bill Radde
WINONAN

Jenny Butler/wmoNAN

Kelly Olson, a junior English education student, addresses a crowd of more than
100 people during the question-and-answer portion of Thursday evening's drag
show in Somsen Hall Auditorium. Representing the men's volleyball club, Olson
placed first among six contestants. Olson also earned honors as crowd favorite.
Andy Waldron, a sophomore English education student, placed second. Theater and
dance students James English and Kat Schwalen hosted the show.

Admissions office co-workers
of Patricia Spear will miss her
large smile and positive attitude
the most.
Spear lost her year long battle
last Wednesday to a rare case of
cancer of the appendix.
The Winona native worked for
Winona State for 30 years.
Spear has worked in the Adult
and Continuing Education and
Registrar offices, but has worked
in the admissions offices for the
last 10 years.
Co-worker Carol Ziehlsdorf
said she knew her job inside and
out.
Spear lost her husband,
Darrell, to cancer in December
1999 and has been raising their
13-year-old daughter.
"She has always kept her
spirits up, and her main concern
was always her daughter,
Samantha," said Library
Technician and 35-year friend
Marcia Schultz.
Spear retired for medical
reasons in January, but
co-workers still kept in contact
with her.
"Spear was dealing with
cancer herself while raising her
daughter," said co-worker Lori
Flikki. "She never complained
and she stood strong."
Schultz said since she was in
high school at Cotter in Winona,
she has never had anything bad to
say about anyone and has always
had a great sense of humor.

Sleep disorder expert offers solutions for insomnia
Kristin King
WINONAN

Peter Hauri

As more and more college
students stay up late, we need to
take a look at how lack of sleep
can affect a student.
Dr. Peter J. Hauri, Emeritus
Administrative Director of Mayo
Clinic's Sleep Disorders Center,
spoke about insomnia and its
treatments in the Stark
Auditorium on Tuesday.
"How much sleep we need

depends on the individual," said
Hauri. "There are night owls and
there are early birds. The eighthour rule doesn't apply to everyone," he said.
College life has tended to
decrease the amount of sleep
students get each night.
"People are up studying or
talking to friends late at night
and don't go to bed until late,"
said freshman Vanessa Eng.
An increased amount of activities has also contributed to

insomnia.
"Studying, partying, and
classes has made my sleeping
habits change," said Sophomore
Tom Dahl. "In high school you
have one set schedule but in college your day is usually never
the same."
Hauri claims studies have
shown that 30 to 40 percent of
college students have an occasional case of insomnia. In addition, there are about 10 percent
of students that have chronic

insomnia.
Senior Jason Fleege finds that
lack of sleep can be a problem.
"When you were up too late the
previous night, it is hard to stay
awake in class."
Senior Mike Schwinghamer
disagrees. "We need sleep very
little because there is too much
to do, including homework,
clubs and work."
Many different methods can
help students sleep better. Find a
sleep method that works best for

you and stick with it, exercise for
at least 20 minutes after dinner,
read or watch TV before bedtime
and avoid a bedroom clock.
"You sleep best when not
under pressure so cover up your
clock," said Hauri. "Throw it out
the window if you need to."
He also advises, "Give yourself enough time to wake up.
"Sit down, read the paper or eat
breakfast. Your body needs
See Insomnia, Page 3
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT

Appeals for budget hearings today
today

h:

47

Thunderstorms are likely
throughout the day. Strong
winds with highs in the
upper 50s and lows in upper
40s.

thursday friziay saturday suriciay

Breezy/
showers

Partly
cloudy

Mostly
cloudy

high: tow :

1,4, tow :

hiAk: taw:

54 39

DEMI
JOHNSON

55 35

56 34

Partly
cloudy

Student
Senate
President

T

oday are club budget
appeals at the senate
meeting in the purple
rooms at 4 p.m. I imagine you
know if your club is appealing a
budget but if not stop by the senate
office and see what your club's
budget recommendation is.

10-14:
/

Continued cloudiness throughout the week and
occassional rain possible. Highs in mid-50s and
lows in the mid-30s.
source: national weather service

Events
UCM sponsors Lent reflection series
United Campus Ministry's Lent reflection series,
"Walking the Ways of Christ" ends today with "Light of
Resurrection: The Way of Hope and Healing" at 9 p.m. in
Dining Rooms E and F of Kryzsko Commons. Participants can reflect on signs and symbols of new life, transformation and healing in themselves and the world.
Interested individuals should call Jean Lauer, UCM campus ministry, at 453-0576 or 454-3669.

Fitness Fair to be Thursday
The Intramural Department will be hosting "Fitness
Fair 2001" from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.Thursday in Kryzsko
Commons' East Cafeteria. Booths will include bike
demo, masseuse, swimming tips, experienced triathletes, goal setting resources, a dietitian and food.

Virtual job fair up and running
This April, WSU career services will be
participating in Minnesota's only four-year
college consortium "virtual" job fair. This
event will be entirely Internet based and will
be held from April 9 to 20.
Students will be able to search for jobs,
internships and summer positions 24 hours a
day during the fair from any computer.
There is no charge to students. To register,
visit www.college central.com/justintime
and click the for candidates link.
Participating employers include those in
business, industry, human service, health
care, technology, communications, government, law enforcement, environmental,
non-profit, child care, education and more.
For more information, call career services at 457-5340.

SMU to hold symposium April 25 to 27
Saint Mary's University is holding a symposium on
political and social issues, "Politics of Terror and Hate:
Challenges to a Civil Society in the 21st Century" April
25 to 27. Events include:
■ "Hate Groups in Midwest: Status and Response." 7
p.m. April 25 in the Common Room of Saint Mary's Hall.
■ "Ideology and History of American Hate Groups
and Policy Responses." Noon April 26 in the President's
Room of the Toner Center.
■ Jane Thomas, archivist at the National Memorial
Center in Oklahoma City, speaking on the center's work,
mission, accomplishments and outreach. 7 p.m. April 26
in the Common Room of Saint Mary's Hall.
■ "The Turner Diaries, Christian Identity and the Theology of Racism" 3 p.m. April 27 in the Common Room
of Saint Mary's Hall.
WSU to host stakeholders conference
Winona State University is hosting its first-ever stakeholders conference with representatives from regional
businesses and organizations April 27-28 in Winona.
The "WSU Reaching Out: Designing Lifelong Learning for Your Organization" conference is bringing representatives from education, health care, business, nonprofits, government and community-based organizations
together with Winona State administrators, faculty and
students.
The goal of the conference is to discover a common
ground between the stakeholders and Winona State for
the strategic direction of WSU outreach. The group will
develop new long-term strategies to aid the learning
needs and expand WSU outreach offerings.
Representatives from Byron, Owatonna, Red Wing,
Rochester and Winona, Minn., and La Crosse, Wis., will
attend.
The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and content as they
see fit.

Placement tests scheduled
All new students, except those who
transferred in college math or English credits, must take the English and math placement tests prior to registration. Exams can
be retaken once. Students must register for
the exams in the Advising and Retention
Office, Phelps 129, 457-5600.
They will be 1 to 3 p.m. today in Howell
135, 8 to 10 a.m.Tuesday in Howell 135 and
3 to 5 p.m. April 19 in Phelps 215.
College for Kids registration open
The Winona State University Adult, Continuing Education and Extension Department is holding registration for its College
for Kids program from April 30-May 4.
This program is designed to provide
enrichment for high potential and high
achieving students in the unique environment of a university campus. Students who

have completed third through sixth grade
with a referral from a teacher, principal or
counselor are eligible to enroll.
This year the program will take place
during the weeks of July 16-20 and
July 23-27. The cost of attending classes for
one week is $100. Limited scholarships are
available based upon need. To donate to the
scholarship fund or attend the program, call
Vicki Englich at 457-5084.
WSU in top 25 colleges list
Winona State University has been named
to the Twin Cities edition of the "
CityBusiness Top 25 List of Colleges and
Universities," which is comprised of higher
education institutions in Minnesota.
CityBusiness is a business newspaper. published in 40 cities across the United States
including Minneapolis/St. Paul.

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

VALLEY SECURITY I
Personal

Noise .Maker..„
PROTECT YOURSELF TODAY!
128W 2nd St
Winona, MN 55987
454-2233

Composites expert to visit WSU
Steve Loud, president of Composites Worldwide Inc.
and Composites News International, will give a lecture
titled "Composites in the Infrastructure and Other
Growth Opportunities" at 3:30 p.m. April 19 in Stark Hall
room 106. A reception in Stark Hall room 101 will follow
the lecture. The lecture is free and open to the public as
part of The Miller Brothers Lecture Series. For more
information, call Carol O'Laughlin at 457-5685.
Heart Walk set for April 21
A team of Winona State University employees and
students will join 30 other local businesses during the
second annual American Heart Walk at 12:30 p.m. April
21 at East Lake Winona.
Team members will raise money for American Heart
Association research and education by raising donations. There is not registration fee for walkers. For more
information, to sponsor a coworkers or to register, call
Randy Miller at 457-5000.

Senate feels these meetings are
important for each club, as it is a
chance for clubs to share information, and announcements. The
percentage to deduct for missed
meetings was also talked about
during the same hour. Senate
finally settled on 10 percent for
each missed meeting after the two
freebies.
All of this information is posted
on the window in the senate office.
Please stop by and give senators
your feedback or come to the
meeting today to hear all the club
budgets being approved.
Devin Johnson can be reached
via campus e-mail at
djohnson0792.

BRIEFS

56 34

extended outlook

to cut all the budgets from the
extra day by 25 percent for being
late. (The late fee for applying for
a budget in the fall is also 25 percent.) Some senators were
opposed to any late fee at all.
SAFC recommended a 13 percent late deduction to the senate
last meeting.
The other issue was how to
handle missed ASO meetings.
Traditionally there has been some
type of penalty to club budgets for
each of the 6 meetings their club is
not represented at. The proposal
from SAFC was to give the first
two misses as freebies and any
other miss after that would be 5
percent for each meeting missed.

Budget hearings didn't run
quite as smoothly as they should
of this year. Perhaps it was
because they were earlier than last
year or there was not enough
information out about them. Of
the roughly eighty-six clubs on
this campus, there were still about
thirty-six that had not yet applied
for a budget once the hearings
were over. The SAFC committee
decided to extend budget hearings
for one day a week later. This was
the last chance for any club that
had missed the original deadline.
A large amount of clubs used the
extra day and applied for a budget.
There was some controversy
however. Some senators wanted

Offer Val,for. a limit,/ rim,

March 30 — Four individuals and released.
April 1 — A student was
were removed from campus at
4:30 p.m. for skateboarding near stopped on campus at 3:15 a.m.
for drinking alcohol. The matter
the library.
March 31 — Security stopped was referred to the conduct offifour individuals parked in the cer.
April 2 — At 1:20 p.m. a resiSouth Sheehan Parking Lot at
12:05 a.m. Some drug paraphana- dent of Lourdes Hall reported at
lia was eventually confiscated, 1:20 p.m. that some of her food
and the individuals were turned was taken from a refrigerator at
Lourdes Hall. The matter was
over to the judicial officer.
April 1 — A student was referred to the director of security.
April 4 — Security responded
stopped by security at 2 a.m. for
disorderly conduct near the to a reported burning smell in
library. The student was warned Minne at 9:15 a.m. The building

AlLalhAkih. ilk A, ALALAILALA.Alb. Ar.,ab.

checked out OK.
April 4 — Skateboarders were
removed from campus at 4:15
p.m.
April 5 — Security responded
to a report at 1:20 p.m. of an individual throwing items from a
Prentiss Hall window. The matter
was referred to a resident assistant.
April 6 — A woman reported
that her purse was taken from
under a seat in Somsen Auditorium sometime between 11 and
11:45 a.m.

ak A A. A. Alk
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1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

Bring a Friend to Dinner
Every VVednesdag
-From 4 p.m. to Close
Bug One Entree Get the
Second one Free
4
4

161 E. 3/d. St.

Between "Rascal' s" & "Gabby' s"

(507) 454-3452

Body Piercing & Tattoo' s
Tuesday-Saturday
Appointments & Walk-ins

*No Coupon Neccessary*
*For WSU Students Only*
*The Above Special not Good on Appetizers,
Fajitas or American Food*

Winona State Universi

Winonan
Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Winonan is
managed, funded and operated by and for
members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate
and relevant to readers. Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal
journalistic creed that information be delivered
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winona!, is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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`Laptop U' accentuates UN model conference

Insomnia

Bill Radde

about a half hour to wake up regular sleep pattern is to
gradually get about an hour
before rushed out the door."
Naps more than 40 minutes extra sleep each night.
Senior Megan Neldner has a
are not recommended. It disrupts your sleep pattern, mak- suggestion for preventing
ing it harder to fall asleep the insomnia.
following night. Also making
"Don't procrastinate and be
up for lost sleep on the week- sure to stay up on your homework." Trying Hauri's tips will
ends is discouraged.
The best way to get back to a be sure to help everyone.

Bill Radde/WINONAN

WINONAN

The Winona State University
United Nations Club welcomed
over 200 delegates from 20
universities from the Dakotas,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and
Nebraska this past weekend.
The UN club sponsored the
25th Arrowhead Model United
Nations Conference.
The conference consists of a
mock UN conference wherein
students represent countries in a
general assembly open for debate
and resolutions.
"The conference was a huge
success, and we would like to
thank everyone who helped,"
said UN Club president Katie
Huybrecht. "The university
really helped to cater to our technical needs."
The arrowhead conference at
Winona State differed from other
conferences at other
universities because of its accessibility to the use of
laptops.
Secretary General of the
conference Brian Essler has
attended two-hundred conferences over the last 19 years said,
"The Winona State conference
was on the technological high
end of all the conferences I've
ever attended."
Every student delegate of the
conference needed to present
resolutions and amendments on
the laptops.
Toby Vecker of South
Dakota State University said,
"The use of laptops and LCD projectors helped build greater cornmunication between states."

RIGHT: The model
conference was kicked off
with a flag procession. The
procession had flags
carried out by members of
their original countries.
BELOW: Laptops were
used at the campus by delegates to perform research
and type resolutions during their breaks.

Continued from Page 1

Sheehan
safe on a highway right-ofway.'
The idea for the highway
was suggested by Sheehan's
hall director, Lulu Barrueco.
She suggested it when
Sheehan's staff was trying to
think of something they could
do for volunteer day on April
21.
They were offered three different sections of highway to
rent, and they chose the section
on 61 due to its close location.
The Minnesota Department of
Transportation erected a sign
four weeks ago recognizing
Sheehan Hall's contribution to
the community along the
stretch of highway.
Sheehan actually rented a

Continued from Page 1
two-mile long section of highway 61. They have rented the
highway for two years and
they're obligation is to clean
the section of highway at least
three times a year. Each RA at
Sheehan is responsible for a
different week to clean the
highway.
The clean-up day on April
21 will probably take about two
hours depending on the weather and how much garbage there
is to pick up. The Department
of Transportation will donate
gloves and bags to the clean-up
effort. RA Dawn Easton said
that "This is definitely a good
cause, and a good way to celebrate volunteer day."

Assistance center changes hours
At prior conferences at other
universities white boards and
overhead projectors were used.
Faculty Advisor Yogesh
Grover and Huybrecht would like
to thank the International club for
their dinner and

entertainment they provided on
Friday night.
"The food and performances
really were a success with the visiting delegates, said Huybrecht.
They would also like to thank
the organizing team consisting of

Lorene Fott, Todd Grebin, Jason
Wetzel, Britta Stein and Ryan
Lynch for all their help during the
conference.

Need a ride to or
from the Twin Cities?

For information about candidates for next year's
student senate officers, visit the Winonan Online at:

www.winona.msus.edu/winonan

AIRPORT

PASSENGER SERVICE
www.AIRPORTCONNECT.com

VITA office
The Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance office's new hours
are 1 to 7 p.m. Wednesdays
through Fridays, and 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturdays. The program
assists taxpayers in preparing
their taA returns through
appointments at its first floor
office in WSU's Maxwell Hall.
WSU accounting professor
Richard Schneider and a group
of accounting students are volunteering their time to provide
free income tax assistance to
low income individuals and
families.

WINGS Center
To accommodate students
who are working on electronic
portfolios, the WINGS Information Center in Library 126
will be open two nights a week
through the month of April.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday; 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday; and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday. For more information or an appointment, call
Carol Slade at 457-2330.

800-869-5796

PPLIO

P

The time has come to secure
parking for 2001-2002
yt

Applications are available now

Applications will be sent to all current permit

holders
Submit your application for the spring process
now through May 31
Current gold permit holders may renew

Additional parking information:
PHONE: 457-5062
EMAIL: park@vax2.winona.msus.edu
WEBSITE: www.winona.msus.edu/parking
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I feel so alone ... where can I go for help?

Commons Survey

Maggie Howell

internally through the bookstore three seasons of the year.
"Each of these new ideas
or Student Answer Center;
stamp machines or even a Mail- would improve Kryzsko Commons to the student's best
boxes, Etc. Franchise.
The top suggestions for fast advantage and would be used as
food vendors in the Smaug were a recruiting tool for the universiitalian, ice cream, mexican and a ty," said In order to receive a
better input, would be to solicit
burger joint.
Halbesleben's recommenda- information from incoming stution for a fast food vendor was dents by giving the freshman a
the addition of a Fazoli's Fran- similar survey.
Other ideas Joe Reed had
chise, Baskin Robbins/Burger
mentioned previously include
King or Taco Bell.
"Taco Bell could be difficult the solarium over the patio in the
to obtain as a result of the local Smaug, which would most likemarket not allowing it," said ly require a bond and the SecuriStudent Union/Activities Direc- ty office being located in the Arttor Joe. "We are looking into a Tye Lounge. Both are still a posFreshens' Ice Cream/Yogurt sibility, but time will tell.
"It's going to take a few
franchise. Many of the University of Wisconsin schools have years, but I can see it," Reed
this franchise, which makes the said.
"I think what was really
franchise simple to obtain."
Aside from the survey, focus enjoyable was the fact that
groups were formed, and they changes were made in 1998, if
came to the conclusion that a changes had • not been made I
link to athletics within the com- would not be back,"
mons was important, the Halbesleben said. "Because of
improvement of restrooms and a outcomes, I felt very good and
better student organization area. was interested in doing it again."
The process of making these
Overall, Halbesleben made
events happen began with the
three final recommendations.
The first being the replace- ideas and reinforcement of those
ment of the bowling alley with a ideas through the survey. The
Cyber Café. There are three pos- next step is to get an 'okay' from
sible choices of themes for the President Darrell Krueger and
Cyber Café. There is a modern Vice President of Student Affairs
approach, an old-fashioned Cal Winbush in order to get the
approach or making it a sports- logistics worked out. Finance for
coffee bar, which would con- the projects will come from
tribute to the athletic link, reserves and student fee allocaadding school spirit to the build- tions from MnSCU.
"What I like best about my
ing. The old fashioned approach
was selected because, "it will job is that it lets me be creative
and I get to see a project
always be in style."
Another recommendation is through," said Reed. "The botto build a solarium over the patio tom line is what students' wants
in the Smaug area which would and needs are while keeping the
create more seating for at least whole university in line."

A panel of Winona State
University and area resources
discussed the issues of rape and
their roles in assisting rape victims Monday night in Stark
Auditorium. An advocate from
the Women's Resource Center,
Diane Palm from health
services, Don Walski from security and Pat Ferden from the
counseling center were on the
panel to inform and answer
questions.
Pat Ferden from the counseling center said that the university has 3 full-time counselors and
2 interns capable of counseling
persons involved in sexual
assault. "We see two
types... those who were just
recently sexually assaulted, but
more often we see those who
have been raped months down
the road," she said.
Our services are confidential
and can go without reporting,
Ferden said. "We make sure
that she feels good about whatever choice she makes. We can
help them feel in control of their
life," Ferden said.
"Seventy-five percent of
rapes happen with an acquaintance and 85 percent of rapes
have alcohol involved and the

victim feels guilt," Ferdeh said,
"Anonymous reports can help
in cases."
Megan, an advocate from the
Women's Resource Center,
said, "We get lots of after hours
calls... rape is very traumatic
and we offer a lot of support."
Megan said that advocates
can be there for all stages of a
victim's recovery and if he/she
decides to prosecute. "It is completely up to her how much we
help. We give lots of information," she said.
She said, "there are advocates with pagers every night
from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m."
"We've even worked with
abusive men. But according to
many of them, they didn't do
anything wrong. They are hard
to help," the women's advocate
said.
Don Walski, deputy police
chief and director of security at
WSU for 6 years, said that if a
person is raped, he/she should
have a rape exam done even if
there are not sure if they want to
prosecute against their offender. The exam will be paid by
either the school of the state.
"Students will be directly
referred or come to me whether
the incident was on or off campus. I mostly tell them their
options ," Walski said.

Winona provides
earthquake relief

Winona State earns MnSCU grants

WINONAN

A relief fund established in
Winona collected $1,263 for
the victims of a Jan. 26 earthquake that destroyed parts of
India. The Gujarat, India
Relief Fund was established
Feb. 2 by St. Paul's Episcopal
Church of Winona with the
help of Town and Country
State bank. All the money collected is going to the Episcopal Relief Development Fund,
an international fund that aids
relief efforts in disaster areas.
The money will provide food,
clothing, medicine and shelter
for India's earthquake victims.
No part of the donations are
used to pay administrative
fees.
Ajit Daniel, a member of
St. Paul's Episcopal Church
and a WSU mass communication professor, has relatives
living in Anjar, India, about 30
miles from the earthquake's
epicenter. He said he was
touched by the generosity of
are donors.

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Members of the Women's Resource Center placed pink
flags throughout campus for sexual assault week.
"I firmly believe that sex
offenders can't be cured," Walski said.
"There are lots of programs
for men who abuse. I haven't
had someone come in, but they
wouldn't be denied," said Counselor Pat Ferden.
Diane Palm from health services said, we see two types of
rape victims. They see those
who were just victimized and
looking for treatment and those
looking for counseling. "We
have emergency contraceptives
available within 72 hours of the
assault," Palm said.

The Center for Teaching and
Learning in the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities
system has announced the
approval of more than $578,000
in grants for projects that
promote active learning. The projects funded by these grants will
be implemented during the 20012002 academic year.
The grants are offered through
the Learning by Doing program, a
three-year project sponsored by
MnSCU and
funded in part through a $1.6 million grant from The Bush Foundation.
Winona State University
received $54,722 to fund six programs. These projects are
designed to improve learning by
incorporating hands-on
activities and real world
experience into the classroom.
WSU faculty receiving grants
are:
■ Linda D'Amico — $10,000
to fund the development of a
study abroad program for WSU
students in southern Spain. The

Help Wanted
Psychology and Social Services Majors:
COULD YOUR RESUME USE SOME
WORK EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MAJOR
FIELD? Opportunity Services has an FT
employment or summer Intern position
available at the Harmony site.
Responsibilities include supporting
people who are challenged with various
disabilities as they work at their jobs in
the community. Salary range $8.24$11.54. If interested, contact Human
Resources at 1-800-508-7538 or send
resume to Opportunity Services, 1618
W. Third Street, Red Wing, Minnesota.
EOE.
Minnesota Elks Youth Camp near
Brainerd, needs head counselors, cabin
counselors, certified lifeguards,
waterfront people, craft specialist, naturalist, fishing specialist, music leader,
camp nurse, health aid. June 13thAugl4th good pay + room & board
EOE 218-543-5311 or 218-963-2223

Twin Cities Student Painters is hiring
Operation Mangers and Painters f9r full-time
summer employment. Starting wages:
Painters $9/hr, Ops Mgrs $11/hr.
Call (651)634-4130 or (888)695-1313 or
access www.tcstudentpainters.com for more
info.

grant will be used to set up a program in which WSU students
study abroad without going
through another university.
■ Lyelle Palmer — $10,000 to
fund an after-school program that
provides active learning for student-teacher assessment, and
learning
remediation
of
problems.. The grant will be used
to purchase testing materials so
elementary school students who
come to WSU for after-school
tutoring can be better assessed in
math and reading so tutors can
decide which active learning
activities will be best for each student.
■ Catherine Summa —
$10,000 for developing investigative
science
courses
for
pre-service elementary
education students. This grant, in
conjunction with a long-term
improvement grant, will give elementary education students experience in working with natural
science education kits that are
widely used in elementary
schools to help students actively

p Wanted

"Many think that it's their
fault because or drinking or
other circumstances. We set up a
counseling appointment after
health service and encourage
them to talk to security," Palm
said.
The small pink flags displayed on campus represent victims of sexual assault. At 6 p.m.
on Monday, April 16, keynote
speaker Patricia Weaver Francisco will be "telling a memoir
of rape and recovery" revealing
the true number and significance of each flag.

learn.
■ Mingrui Zhang — $9,990 to
fund the use of computer animation in teaching a discrete structures course. This grant will be
used to purchase software to
develop an animation program
that helps students learn discrete
mathematics through visualization and to help pay the salary of
instructors.
■ Colin Ward — $9,963 to
fund professional development
sites in counselor training. This
grant will fund the payment of
supervisors and research which
will give students in the
counselor education program
more supervision and on-site
training. The program will last
from September 2001 until April
2002.
■ Jeanne Franz received
developing
a
$4,769
for
learner-centered environmental
chemistry course. "Topics in
Environmental Chemistry" will
focus on hot environmental
topics including global warming
and bioaccumulation.

Broadcast society to produce TV shows
The Winona State University National Broadcasting Society
chapter has started producing television shows which will be aired
on a monthly basis.
Chapter members, as well as other students majoring in broadcasting, will join forces to produce comedy, news and interview
programs. The shows will air on closed-circuit television on the
Winona campus. NBS plans to offer the shows to Winona-area
cable providers in the future.
NBS is establishing the program to give students an opportunity to develop skills in writing scripts, producing, directing and
interviewing.
Students will videotape two to three shows by the end of the
Spring semester. TV production work will continue throughout the
summer with the aim of making it a weekly program in the future.
A radio comedy show is also in the making and will be
produced by April. It will eventually air on KQAL, 89.5 FM.

Help Wanted

SEASONAL POSITIONS
CITY OF APPLE VALLEY

SEASONAL POSITIONS
CITY OF APPLE VALLEY

WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS/LIFEGUARDS - WSI's and lifeguards needed
for municipal aquatic center and outdoor
pool. $8.25-$9.70/hr. dep. on exp.
Season runs June 9 thru Aug 26, 2001.
Swimming instructors must have current
WSI authorization. Amer. Red Cross
Lifeguard training cert.preferred, but will
accept ELLIS & YMCA.Training provided
to qualified applicants.

SEASONAL MAINTENANCE - Outdoor
work, general maintenance in Parks,
Streets, Utilities and golf course.
40hrs/wk. $7.85/hr. Must be at least 18
yrs of age. Start as soon as school gets
out.

FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 2 seasonal positions. Responsible for
concessions operation at City Aquatic
Center and athletic fields. Includes training and scheduling staff, preparing food
for resale, and ordering all items for food
service operation. 30-35 hours per week,
including evenings, weekends, and holidays. $9.70/hr. Prefer exp. in field or student toward degree in Food Service
Management or related field.
Applications accepted until positions are
filled. Applications available at City Hall,
14200 Cedar Ave, Apple Valley, MN
55124 or by calling 952/953-2500.

Continued from Page 1

RECREATION PLAYGROUND LEADER
Work with elementary age children leading summer playground programs for
Parks and Recreation. 25-30 hrs/wk.
Program runs mid June to mid-Aug.
Applications accepted until positions are
filled. Applications available at City Hall,
14200 Cedar Ave, Apple Valley, MN
55124 or by calling 952/953-2500.

SUMMER IN CHICAGO
Child care and light house keeping for
suburban Chicago families. Responsible,
loving non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies: 847-501-5354

Housing
Now Renting for next school year. Have
sleeping rooms, one-, two- and threebedroom apartments and a variety of
houses for next school year. Laurie
Daniel Realty, Property Management
Division; contact Vicki Christenson at
452-0765.

Now Renting for Fall School Term
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Includes heat, water and trash.
Call: 507-452-9490

Misc.
Log onto the area's newest local information website, winonaradio.com! Go to
the contest page and you could win a
pair of round-trip airfare tickets to
anywhere Sun Country flies in the
continental U.S. Plus there's features,
news, weather, sports, and more that's
updated throughout the day. On-air and
now online, we're winonaradio.com!
For Sale: Bed, queen pillow-top.
Approximate value $850, will sell for
$225. New in plastic. Can deliver.
608-304-2337
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SPOTLIGHT
See Page 7
for information
and photos from
this weekend's
Shakespeare in
the Park

Latin-American history day today
Sara Bolstad
WINONAN

Conceived by Winona State University Director of
Cultural Diversity Kim-Chau Ngo, the university's first
Latin-American History Day will come into fruition
today. Titled "Beyond Boundaries," the event will
include singing, dancing, theater, readings and
presentations.
Ngo said the idea came to her when she was trying to
create events to highlight different nationalities. After
hearing her idea, several students immediately backed it
and offered their time and effort.
"So many students were really interested and willing
to work. It's amazing," Ngo said.
One student will sing and play his guitar, a couple of
high school students will perform Mexican folk dancing
and singing a couple of Selena's songs and other

students will speak about their own experiences and
present readings.
WSU assistant professors of foreign languages also
will participate in today's event. Monica Revak will be
reading children's stories such as "Little Red
Riding Hood"; Mercedes Juan-Saura will present a talk
on "Travel Around Latin America"; and Alex Gallegos
will discuss "Mexican-Americans-Who Are They?
Where Did They Come From?"
Action Theatre of Winona will also present an
interactive dialogue.
"For all of these events to come together it was a lot
of consideration and collaboration on each individual's
part," Ngo said.
Ngo said one of the most difficult parts of planning
the event was organizing the participants. Ngo said she's
most thankful for all the volunteers who helped pull the
event together.
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"It's so nice to have so many people volunteer their
time to help us with this," she said.
In addition to individual volunteers, many
committees and departments have helped plan the event.
Besides the Cultural Diversity Office, which is the main
supporter, the student senate Cultural Diversity
Committee, foreign language students and Hispanic
Association helped out.
"This event is really to raise awareness of the Latin
culture but also to recognize those of other cultures,"
said sophomore Jenna Froysland, secretary of the
Hispanic Association. The event will encompass many
parts of Latin America, including Cuba, Mexico,
Portugal and Columbia.
The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
today in Dining Rooms C and D in WSU's Kryzsko
Commons.
/4ATOW

Andrea Leckscheid/WmoNAN

Back, from left, Alicia
Aguime, Jenna Froysland,
Laura Perez, Mercedes
Juan-Saura and Khamsouk
Sengchanthong, front,
helped plan Latin-American History Day.

Student's dance
performed during
national concert
Stacy Booth
WINONAN

Lisa Luckey/sPEciAL

TO THE WINONAN

Mike Boraas, a WSU student, works on building a staircase to the basement this past weekend during a Habitat for
Humanity trip to the Twin Cities.

I WSU Habitat chapter goes to St. Paul
Student volunteers help build homes, serve food at downtown soup kitchen
Casey Allen
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

ST. PAUL — Members of Winona
State's Habitat for Humanity chapter headed north to St. Paul to continue work on
two houses under construction.
The "interesting, humbling and hardworking" weekend, in the words of Vice
President Christina Walburn, benefited
Chor Vang and Cha Vue, a Thai couple
new to the area.
"We are very excited and grateful,"
Vang said. "We both are extremely
impressed with the attitude of the
group."
The two were chosen by the nonprofit
Habitat for Humanity organization and
will move in when the house is completed

"We are very excited and
grateful. We both are
extremely impressed with
the attitude of the group."
CHOR VANG
Habitat home recipient

in the next few months.
The 12 Winona State members spent
their eight-hour day priming and painting
the interior of the house, working under the
supervision of key members from the Twin
Cities' Habitat for Humanity chapter.
Eager to expand their services outside
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of Winona County, the Winona State chapter works closely with chapters nationwide, filling in where volunteers are
needed.
"We got involved in places WSU hasn't
been before," said Jeremy Karsten, senior
and president of the Winona State chapter.
After Saturday's work, the group spent
Sunday volunteering at the Dorothy Day
soup kitchen in downtown St. Paul,
sharing their efforts in another volunteercentered organization.

■ For more information
about the Winona State
University chapter and how to
join, contact President Jeremy
Karsten at karsten5@go.com .
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For the second consecutive
year, a Winona State University
student's dance was featured in
the American College Dance
Festival Association's gala
concert at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
This year, senior Carla Bode's
piece, "While You Sleep," was
one of 13 dances performed
March 12.
Bode was not at the festival
this year but received the exciting news during a phone call
from a dancer who attended.
"I was amazed," Bode said.
"I've gone the last three years,
and I know what the caliber of
the other pieces are like. It was
very exciting — I called everyone I knew."
Bode's piece was performed
at WSU during February's
Dancescape. "While You Sleep"
was one of two dances chosen
for the ACDF from Dancescape.
Also shown at the festival — but
not during the gala concert —
was Jose Quiroz-Ziebart's
"Impermanence."
"Jose's and Carla's dances
were ranked the highest out of all
the student choreography (in
Dancescape), so We invited those
two pieces to attend," said
Gretchen Cohenour, theater and
dance department chair.
WSU was one of 36 schools
at the festival, eight of which
were represented in the gala
concert. Bode's piece was chosen out of a pool of 58 dances.
"There were people there
from all over the nation,"
Cohenour said. "There are some

"It was just a great
reflection on the
quality of our dance
program and the fact
that we have such
brilliant dance
students."
GRETCHEN COHENOUR
theater and dance chair

schools, such as the University
of Minnesota, that have bachelor's of fine arts programs. Other
colleges, like the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
have a master's of fine arts
degree program. They have really excellent, well-trained,
expressive dancers."
Bode wasn't concerned with
the competition there: "I was just
happy to show work and get
feedback on it," she said. "The
adjudicators liked it. I was happy
to get the feedback that they had
liked something I had done."
WSU senior Tony Bartholomaus and junior Rebecca
Dettmann performed the dance.
Dettmann replaced Bode in the
dance.
"Rebecca did an excellent
job," Bode said. "Rebecca and I
just met two or three times.
There were some modifications
because she is taller."
A total of 21 WSU dance
students and faculty attended the
festival this year, the ninth year
Winona has gone. The benefits
for those in attendance are
immeasurable, Cohenour said.
"It gives them a sense of
possibilities and what's out there
See Dance, Page 6

Automation: Is a 21st-century Jetson world closer than you think?

A

magic
utomation.
the '50s and
word of the
'60s. •
Then, social critics predicted
everything was going to be automated — our houses, cars, jobs
— and the only jobs that would
be available would be fixing the
machines when they broke.
They predicted we would all be
working for Cogsley Cogs or
Spacely Sprockets next to
George, wondering what our
robot maid was making for dinner.
Well, I'm sorry to say we still
have a long way to go. Not as
far off as some think, though.
Automated coffee machines are
commonplace now, brewing

MICHAEL
CANAVINC.

Technology
Columnist
your coffee at a set time in the
morning. While it's a nice time
saver, automation is about something more; it's about control.
Are we in control in our daily
lives? And no, I don't mean with
our relationships with our loved
ones, pets or God; I mean in
control of the choices we make,
of what technologies we're

Internet and being in the Laptop
forced versus choose to use.
I didn't get a car — or my U. As one of my marketing prolicense — until I was 22. Before fessors likes to say, "It's like
then, I had control over how I crack." How true. I can't go
my
got to my jobs or school. I could without checking
walk, or take the bus or El — e-mail at least two times a day,
that's "subway" to anyone not often more.
Neither having a car or using
from Chicago — but now I've
become a slave to my White the Internet are inherently bad,
Shark. Instead of walking two but they do make you a slave to
them. The key to living with
blocks, I drive.
these devices is to practice
I can't imagine
moderation, as you should with
not having a
a
crack addiction.
car anymore.
Technology doesn't have to
I've lost contake control away from you,
trol over my
however. Some can give you
transportation
My Own
choice.
non-Uirtual more. Imagine a house that turns
on the entranceway light
Another
Space
because the outside motionexample is the

detector picked you up. You go
inside and the camera mounted
above the door sends audio and
video wirelessly to your VCR.
As you put your coat away and
go into the kitchen, the entrance
light goes off because it's set on
a one-minute timer.
The kitchen light and radio
turn on, triggered by the motiondetector mounted in a corner.
You get some leftovers then
head to the television room,
where the television turns on, as
does the light next to your chair.
As you sit down, the kitchen
shuts down. You pick up the
remote that controls all your
audio-video gear as well as all
the lights and appliances in your

home.
Through products from X10,
you can do all that and more. By
automating your home or
apartment, you can gain control
and make the gadgets and
technologies work for you,
instead of being controlled by
them.

Reach Michael Canavino at
winonantech@yahoo. corn.

Want more
info?
For more information
about X10 products, visit
www.x10.com .
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Scott Haraidson /WINONAN
Carla Bode, standing, and Tony Bartholomaus perform "While You Sleep" last February
during Dancescape. The dance was selected for the ACDF gala concert.

in dance," she said. "Just the
training and the variety of styles
and a whole bunch of different
points of view — it really shakes
people's assumptions."
Students were able to attend
concerts, workshops and presentations during the four-day event.
"You could just watch dance
concerts all day long," Cohenour
said. "It's just such a focused
experience."
The American College Dance
Festival works to foster creative
potential and artistic excellence
in choreography and performance. Being selected for the
gala concert is an honor, said
Cohenour.
"It was just a great reflection
on the quality of our dance
program and the fact that we
have such brilliant dance
students," she said. "We have
dedicated, expressive movers."

Easter provides excellent time for changes
When we think of Easter, we think of
bunnies bringing baskets brimming with
chocolate and candy, of eating ham with
family
a n d
friends.
KATE
A
t
Soforr
least
these
Co l umnist were
some of
the things
Matilda
May thought about. With her newfound faith
firmly planted in her soul, she was looking
forward to the Easter season, hoping that this
time of renewal would be nothing short of
miraculous.
She knew what the Easter season was
about: Yes, it was about renewal, but it was
also about giving up something she loved.
It's about sacrificing.
She knew it was hard to sacrifice the
things she loved, but when she thought about
it in a certain way, it wasn't really that hard.
Jesus gave his life for everyone. Consider
that, and any sacrifice she made seemed
small in comparison.
Matilda May had spent a lot of time con-

sidering what it was she could give up for the
season and had finally decided on sacrificing
wearing make-up. It seemed a small offering, but in reality, it was a big thing.
Matilda May enjoyed looking good – she
spent quite a bit of time in front of the mirror
each morning, curling her hair and applying
her make-up. And she did look pretty when it
was all done.
But she realized she
spent a lot of money on
her make-up, as well as a
lot of time, two things that
were exceptionally precious. She thought she
could give the money she
1My Pidwa
didn't spend on make-up
to a charity and donate the
I Gives YO■1
time she wasn't spending
on her appearance to
prayer.
What she didn't count on was how she
felt about it. At first, it was hard to not wear
make-up: It was such a part of who she was.
And it was part of the reason she acted the
way she did — some of her confidence came
from knowing she looked good.
So she was surprised when she,found she
still had confidence to give a speech during a

class or go out and meet new people. She
was surprised to learn that her friends liked
her for her, not for how she looked.
After Easter, she found herself looking at
her make-up. She had gone 40 days without
wearing it and realized she didn't need
make-up to feel good about herself. She
found that she felt better about herself when
she knew her money was helping someone
less fortunate than her. The time she spent in
prayer every morning made it easier to get
through the day and helped put things in perspective.
She knew there was nothing wrong with
wearing make-up or looking good. But she
realized she had been putting too much
effort toward looking good and not enough
toward helping others, which is what she
was supposed to be doing. She was supposed to love her neighbor as she loved herself. She was supposed to let others love her
for who she was not what she looked like.
Moral of the story: Sacrifice is never easy,
but the things you learn from it are priceless.
Also, beauty is only skin deep: it's what's
inside that counts. Happy Easter.
via
Schott
Kate
Reach
campus e-mail at kschott8I50.

izkty, TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

Unique
10.311

feature
available'

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
Your funds are automatically deducted from your pay-

$102,068

check, so it's easy to build income to supplement your

S67,514

WSU gallery to
showcase two
exhibitions of
senior work
Winona State University's
Watkins Art Gallery will feature
the work of select WSU seniors
this month in two separate
shows.
The Select Senior Show is
open through Tuesday. This
year's show features paintings
by senior art students Derek
Settergren, Denise Thoeny and
Gayle Zachary.
A second exhibition, the All
Senior Show, consisting of work
in a variety of media by
12 senior art students is April 23
to May 4.
The Watkins Art Gallery is
open 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Both exhibitions
are free and open to the
public.

laN-deterred savings alter taxes

pension and Social Security' Especially since your SRA

U A (IPMAX saving,

❑

❑

❑

contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you

For more information, call the
WSU Art Department at
457-5395.

$41,232

withdraw the funds.

$31.933

And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA—a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF.'
So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest-

525 a month

•

through an automatic I
payroll plan ,

j in years to come.

10 YLARS

20 YEARS

.10YEARS

bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings afxotint Total returns and principal Vallte of

arcane is presentr_d for illu.stmtiye purposes only and does not
`Note: under federal lax law, withdrawals prior to age 59X may be

reflect :lethal performance. or pn:diet future results, of any

Subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

'TIAA-CREF account. or reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-creforg

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. 1. Check with your institution for availability. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum 01510,500 per year. To receive a
personalized calculation of your maximum contrOution, call TIAA-CREF at 1.800.842.2776. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services,
Inc. and leathers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New
York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA.0 REF Trust Company, F58 provides trust serve
ices. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. m 2001 Teachers Insurance and

Annuity Association•College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04

Spring is finally here, which
means grilling season is finally
here.
There is nothing that says
spring and summer more than
standing outside and standing
over a grill, cooking up slabs of
steak, packets of vegetables or
skewers of the two mixed
together. It almost seems that
food off the grill just tastes
better.
To prevent food from sticking, you might choose to grease
the cooking rack. Make sure
you do this first, before starting
the grill.
You wouldn't bake a cake
without first heating up the
oven, so don't think about
cooking anything without first
preheating the grill. Always
read the manufacturer's directions. Gas grills should warm
up, on average, for 10 minutes
before you add food.
Charcoal grills can be a little
more difficult to judge, but you
do have several options. A grill
thermometer will give you the
most precise measurement.
However, most people either
don't have a grill thermometer
or don't have money to buy one.
On a very simplified level,
you can judge by either the
coals or the heat. Look at the
shade of the coals. During the
day, they should look almost
white, covered in a gray ash.
To judge by temperature,
take the advice of Sydny Carter
from allrecipes.com . Hold your
hand approximately six inches
above where the meat will be
cooking, and count how many
seconds you can hold your hand
at this position. You should last
about three seconds at high heat
(500 degrees Fahrenheit) and
12 seconds at low heat
(300 degrees Fahrenheit).
Remember, this is not a test of
endurance. Since different
people have different thresholds for pain, this test is much
less reliable than an actual
thermometer.
When bringing the food out
to the grill, make sure raw meat
and fish do not touch any of
other food. Bring all of your
tools with you: tongs, marinades, oven mitts, basting
brushes, a plate for the cooked
meat (do not use the same plate
the raw meat was on), seasonings, etc. You might also want
to include a lawn chair and a
drink onto the list of tools. I
think we all know why leaving
an open flame unattended is a
bad idea.
Recruit friends to watch the
grill with you. This is a good
time to talk about why summer
is too short or debate whether
lakes or oceans are better for
beach days.
Obviously, thick foods will
take longer to cook than small
pieces or thin cuts. The thickest
pieces should be placed in the
center of the rack over the more
direct heat. The smaller/thinner
pieces can be placed around the
edges and should be turned
frequently to prevent burning
— unless you like the black,

Volunteersneeded
for SmokingStudy

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month in a

tax-deferred investment with un 8% return in a 211% tax

investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Grill season
approaching
MISSY
TEFF

Food
columnist
charcoal-flavored coating of
burnt food.
Instead of a fork, use tongs
to flip and move meats; the fork
will puncture the meat and
cause it to be less moist and
tender.
There are two ways to test
when meat is fully grilled. A
thermometer will give the most
accurate reading, but most
people tend to use a knife to
cut into the center or thickest part
of the
meat.
Slightly
pink
juices
means
t h e
meat is
medium rare; clear juices
mean well done. Poultry
should always be cooked
until juices run clear.
Remember to keep safety
in mind when grilling. It is
an open heat source and can
easily lead to trouble. This
is particularly true if you
grill on a windy or very dry
day. If you plan to take your
grill to a park or similar
location, check to see if
there are any regulations.
Happy grilling season!

Seasonings

❑

❑

❑

Reach Missy Teff at
fooddiva@hotmail.com .

Try this:
Barbecue
chicken packets
4 sheets
(12x18 inches each)
Reynolds Wrap® Everyday® Heavy Duty Aluminum
Foil
4 boneless, skinless
chicken breast halves (1 to
1 1/4 lb.)
1 cup barbecue sauce
1 package (10 oz.)
frozen whole kernel corn,
drained
1/2 cup chopped green
bell pepper
grill
to
PREHEAT
medium-high or oven to
450 degrees Fahrenheit.
CENTER one chicken
breast half on each sheet of
Reynolds Wrap Heavy Duty
Aluminum Foil. Spoon barbecue sauce over chicken.
Top with vegetables.
BRING up foil sides.
Double fold top and ends to
seal packet, leaving room
for heat circulation inside.
Repeat to make four packets.
GRILL 12 to 15 minutes
in covered grill.
From Reynolds Kitchens at
www.reynoldskitchens.com .

$11.609

comfortable retirement. We
think you will find it rewarding

2001

$13,052

-. ment expertise help you build a
INVEST AS LITTLE AS

April I I

The Mayo Clinic Nicotine Research Center (NRC) is seeking
young adult smokers ages 18 to 21, currently enrolled in an
undergraduate college, to participate in a stop-smoking
study. The study will test the effectiveness of counseling and
stress management in helping smokers to stop smoking.
Participants will be randomly assigned to
receive one of two behavioral counseling
therapies for four weeks. Participants will
come to the NRC each week and for two
follow-up visits to receive counseling and
complete different study procedures such
as questionnaires. Compensation is offered
to those who complete the study.
Anyone interested in this
study should call the
Mayo Clinic Nicotine
Research Center at:
800-848-7853

or 507-266-1944.

MayoCilnicisanaf firmativeactionandequalopportunityeducatorandemployer

Lend a hand
donate an organ
You can help by
becoming an
organ and tissue
donor. It's as
easy as telling
your family that
you want to be a

donor.
Sponsored by:
College Donor Awareness
Project 2000 &
Student Health Service

April
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SHAKESPEARE IN THE PARK

inona State University's Wenonah Players performed Shakespeare in the Park this past weekend with Saturday performances
in Somsen Hall Auditorium and
Sunday shows outside at the
Lake Park Bandshell.
The afternoon and evening
shows included dramatic and
comic scenes from some of
Shakespeare's most well known
work.

W

Photos by Scott Haraldson/WINoNAN

RIGHT: From left, Amy
Silberschmidt,
Kat Schwwalen and
Brandi Turvey perform part
of "Much Ado About Nothing," one of Shapespeare's
comedies about young
love.
BELOW RIGHT: Antonia
Brouilette opens the 12th
annual Shakespeare in the
Park by performing the
Elizabethen Dance with
fellow dancers Laura Perez,
Calley Peterson and Sarah
Shelton (not pictured).
BOTTOM RIGHT: Dogberry,
played by Shannon
0' Brien, left, gives an
order to Seacoal, played by
Brandi Turvey, in their
performance of "Much Ado
About Nothing."
BELOW LEFT: Lech
Literski, middle, and Mysea
Reiling, right, perform Act
Two, Scene One of "Much
Ado About Nothing." The
scene portrays a comedy
of match making and
scheming set in Messina,
Italy.
BOTTOM LEFT: Adam
Jennings Posegate, left,
flaunts his acting ability to
Jared Wills in a humorous
version of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."

• Towing Available With Free
Shuttle Service From Store
• Full Auto Service With

Student Discount
• Owner Is WSU Alumni Who
Deer) In Your Shoes
Call Us For All Your Auto
Needs
Has

•
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`0 Brother' soundtrack weds film, music Forensics earns fourth
Strong, black voices sing out
a sorrowful mantra in the hot
Mississippi summer sun. Only
the syncopated beat of the chaingang's pick axes hammering the
dried earth keep the rhythm to
their melancholy song. Pot-bellied redneck deputies watch over
the prisoners from beneath large
straw hats. In a field that swallows both sides of the gravel
road, a careful observer would
notice three heads periodically
peering through the tall grass,
quickly moving away from the
deputies' watchful eyes.
This scene is the beginning of
Joel and Ethan Coen's ("Raising
Arizona," "Fargo," "The Big
Lebowski") newest film
"0 Brother Where Art Thou?"
The song of the men on the chain
gang is also the beginning of the
brilliant soundtrack that serves
as the backbone of the film. The
opening song "Po' Lazarus,"
credited to James Carter and the
Prisoners, is culled from an
actual 1959 recording of a chain
gang chopping wood at the
Mississippi State Penitentiary in
Lambert. Through this remarkable recording, you can hear the
regret in the voices of
condemned men, the blistering
heat of the Mississippi sun and
the backbreaking heaviness of
the iron pick axes. The track is
just the beginning of the best
marriage of film and music in
recent years.
It is impossible to talk about
the soundtrack without talking
about the movie. "0 Brother
Where Art Thou?" is the story of
three escaped prisoners, (the
heads poking through the tall
grass in the scene described
above) seeking redemption in
1937 Mississippi. Dimwitted
Delmar, cranky Pete and their
leader, Ulysses Everett McGill,
(played by Tim Blake Nelson,
John Turturro and George
Clooney respectively) escape
prison to retrieve a treasure of
gold that Ulysses buried before
his untimely incarceration. The
twist, unbeknownst to the characters, is that the story of "0

■ The soundtrack
album itself is a blend
of authentic
"old-time" recordings
and modern artists
who brilliantly
recreate and celebrate
the "high and
lonesome" sound of
the Depression-era
South.
Brother Where Art Thou?" is
really a retelling of Homer's
"The Odyssey." In their quest,
the heroes run across a blind
prophet, are lulled by lotus eaters
in the guise of a Baptist congregation, a seemingly gregarious
Cyclops (hilariously portrayed
by John Goodman) and are
chased by a mysterious lawman
in dark sunglasses (the angry god
Poseidon?).
While the story is Homer's,
the Coen brothers' version is a
fascinating and funny examination of the Depression-era South.
The themes of racism, family,
friendship, poverty and religion
are all explored in the film. The
acting, cinematography, plot
twists and imagination that make
up the film make it worthwhile
in itself, but the backbone of the
movie is the music.
Bluegrass, gospel, blues, folk,
old-time music, roots and country could all serve•s descriptions
of the film's music, but all of
these labels are misleading. The
music is certainly not the uninspired and overproduced "country" music we hear on the radio.
Many of the songs encompass a
piece from several or all of these
different genres of music. Some

of the songs tell their story with
vocals, some with a single guitar
or fiddle. All of the songs, however, take us back to a unique
place and time in American history. The mixture of songs sung
by blacks during the time of
slavery, white Baptist church
music and the plucking banjo,
guitar, fiddle and vocal music of
both poverty stricken blacks and
whites of the early south blend
seamlessly to create a rich tapestry of art and history.
There are very few scenes in
the film that are not punctuated
or placated by the soundtrack or
the concept of music in general.
Early in the film, the three
escapees encounter Thomas
Johnson at a lonely crossroad.
Thomas, like his namesake,
famed blues pioneer Robert
Johnson, has just sold his soul to
the devil in order to play the guitar like no one else ever has. The
boys run across Gov. Pappy 0'
Daniel, who campaigns by
bringing the old-time music to
his constituents. The heroes form
a band called the Soggy Bottom
Boys. They are lured by the
haunting vocals of the sirens and
ultimately find their redemption
through music. You will have to
see the movie to find out how
this plays out.
The soundtrack album itself is
a blend of authentic "old-time"
recordings and modern artists
who brilliantly recreate and celebrate the "high and lonesome"
sound of the Depression-era
South. The vintage recordings
include a 1928 recording of early
country legend Harry McClintock singing and plucking "Big
Rock Candy Mountain" and a
1955 recording of bluegrass
icons The Stanley Brothers. Current "independent" country
singer Alison Krauss appears on
several of the album and film's
highlights. Krauss teams with
Grammy winner Emmylou Harris and Gillian Welch to sing the
haunting "Didn't Leave Nobody
but the Baby" that serves as the
song the sirens sing to lure the
film's intrepid heroes. Krauss

also can be found teaming with
the First Baptist Church Choir of
White House, Tenn., for "Down
to the River to Pray," which is
the song of the locust eaters in
the film. There is also stunning
a cappella work in the soundtrack. Gospel great Ralph
Stanley sings the ghostly "0
Death," and vocal legends Fairfield Four perform the aweinspiring "Lonesome Valley."
"1 am a Man Of Constant Sorrow" serves as the centerpiece to
both the soundtrack album and
the film. "Constant Sorrow" is the
signature song of the Soggy Bottom Boys, the band that is formed
by Delmar, Ulysses, Pete and
Tom Johnson during the course of
the film. Dan Tyminski of Alison
Krauss's Union Station Band
voices the song. The first version
to appear on the album is the version the Soggy Bottom Boys first
perform in the film. With dissonant vocals and expert bluegrass
picking, the listener truly feels the
pain of the "man of constant sorrow" who narrates the song. The
second and third versions of the
song are instrumental versions.
The first features the guitar
stylings of bluegrass picker Norman Blake. The second is a stark
rendition by fiddle player John
Hartford. The final version, performed by the Soggy Bottom
Boys at the end of the film, features the Boys backed by a full
bluegrass band. The lyrics don't
change, but the band's rollicking
playing makes the narrator's
sorrow seem joyful.
The best movies use music
and song to enhance, punctuate
and burn the images on the
screen into the viewer's brain.
The Coen brothers created one of
these films. While the film needs
the soundtrack to tell its story,
this brilliant soundtrack can
stand on its own. Breathtaking
and absorbing, the soundtrack
for "0 Brother Where Art
Thou?" is a testament to the
power and history of original
American music.
Reach Mark Liedel at
wakko333@hotmaiLcom.

at national tourney

Winona State University Forensics earned honors at the
42nd Pi Kappa Delta National Forensics Tournament held
March 28 to April 1 at Boise State University.
Pi Kappa Delta, a national fraternal organization, is broken into
provinces, and awards are given in a tier format. Winona State, a
member of the Northern Lights province, earned fourth place.
Additionally, Winona State University placed 22nd in the
nation — quite a feat with seven students. In attendance were
Ryan Clover, Krista Lindemann, Becky Meyers, Lance Morgan,
Shannon O'Brien, Jean Prokott and Jessica Samens. Senior coach
Kris Wilson and assistant director Tracy Routsong accompanied
the group.
"This was a fine ending to a highly competitive year," said
Susan Collie, director of forensics. "WSU did themselves proud."
Winona State Forensics will travel to the American Forensics
Association National Individual Events Tournament and present
its annual "Off the Road Again" Showcase later this month.
Individual Results included:
Duo interpretation – Excellent Award, Becky Meyers and
Lance Morgan, eighth in the nation
Poetry interpretation – Excellent Award, Shannon O'Brien;
Good Award, Ryan Clover; Good Award, Krista Lindemann
Dramatic interpretation – Excellent Award, Ryan Clover; Good
Award, Jessica Samens
Prose interpretation – Good Award, Becky Meyer; Good
Award, Shannon O'Brien
Program oral interpretation – Good Award, Krista Lindemann
After-dinner speaking –Good Award, Lance Morgan

Bits Pieces
Local jazz groups to hold speakeasy April 22
The Dixie Midnight Runners, directed by Dustin
Moburg, and the Gate City Jazz Band, directed by Duane
Peterson, will present a 1920s-style speakeasy from 6 to
9 p.m. April 22 in the basement of Bub's Brewing Co.,
65 E. Fourth St. Admission is $5 for adults and $3 for
students.
International students to speak at luncheon
The International Services and Cultural Diversity staff
will be holding a luncheon from noon to 1:30 p.m. Thursday in Dining Rooms E and F in Kryzsko Commons.
The luncheon will feature authentic Japanese cooking and
provide an opportunity to hear students from
Denmark, Russia, Sri Lanka, Sudan and Pakistan talk
about issues relating to the well-being of women in their
native countries.
Cuisine will be prepared by WSU Japanese students.
Tickets may be reserved on a first-come-first-served basis
through Bonnie Woodford at 457-5300. A maximum of
20 tickets will be sold.

WE WANT YOU
The WINONAN is looking for staff members
for Fall Semester 2001.

ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED
• Applications are available

in

the

Winonan office
(located in Kryzsko Commons)
• Any questions contact Jen Selby
at 457-5119
"Those interested in applying for the
Editor in Chief position please contact
Jen Selby for more information and the
application process.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
EDITORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing
News
Sports
l'hoto
Feature
Copy
Online
Opinion

OTHER
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Distribution Manager
News Reporter
Sports Reporter
Feature Reporter
General Assignment
Reporter
Photographer
Editorial Cartoonist
Comic-strip Cartoonist
Ad Representative
Feature Columnist
Editorial Writers
Movie Reviewer
Music Reviewer

All Positions are paid and are great experience to help build your resume!!

INSIDE
Columnist Mark McPherson reflects on the
maturity of today's professional athletes.
See Page 10.

April II,

SPORTS

Jason Schulte — editor
507 457 5520
-

-

winonansports@hotmail.com
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Baseball team starts off NSIC season on a high note
ST. PAUL, Minn. — The
Winona State University baseball team started its successful
hunt of a repeat Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference title
with a 4-0 and 1-0 victories over
Concordia-St. Paul Monday.
Once again, pitching told the
stories for the Warriors.
Derek Johnson and Dan
Weinkauf pitched completegame victories for WSU (2-0
NSIC, 15-4 overall).

Johnson pitched a two-hit
shutout as he struck out four
Golden Bears batters for his third
win in Game 1. He allowed only
four baserunners and saw his
earned run average drop from
1.42 to 1.03.
Travis Zick again led the Warrior offense with a 3-for-4 performance and three RBIs. He hit
a solo home run in the third
inning and added a two-run
homer in the seventh inning. For

the year, Zick has a batting average of .467 with 21 RBIs.
Nolan Gilbertson added two
hits, while Brian Breen had the
other RBI.
Rob Higgins was the hardluck loser for C-SP as he pitched
seven innings, striking out six
WSU batters.
Weinkauf improved to 4-0 as
he pitched a five-hit shut out in
Game 2. He struck out five batters and walked three.

Weinkauf's ERA declined from
3.27 to 2.48. He's pitched two
complete games so far.
Gilbertson provided the scoring difference with a solo home
run in the seventh inning, his
sixth of the year.
Andrew Wehr pitched a threehitter for C-SP (0-2, 0-8), allowing a single to Kyle Simon, a
double to Nick Altavilla and
Gilbertson's home run. Wehr
struck out three batters and

— Higgins. HR — Zick 2
walked none.
WSU returns home to face (WSU).
Grand View (IA) 1 p.m. today at
Loughrey Field. The Warriors
Game 2
defeated Grand View 6-2, 1-0 in
WSU 000 000 1 — I 3 1
its season opener Feb. 28 at the
C-SP 000 000 0 —0 5 0
Metrodome in Minneapolis.
Weinkauf and Breen; Wehr
and Brandel. WP — Weinkauf.
Game 1.
LP — Wehr. HR — Gilbertson
WSU Oil 000 3 — 4 10 0
(WSU).
C-SP 000 000 0 —0 2 0
Johnson and Breen; Higgins
and Nault. WP — Johnson. LP

Warriors win slug fest
against cross-town rival
On a windy Saturday afternoon in which nine balls flew out
of Loughrey Field, the Winona
State University baseball team
was in the batters box for seven
of them. Travis Zick and Nolan
Gilbertson each knocked out a
pair of long balls and Scott
Pitzenberger added a grand slam
to give the Warriors a 17-10 victory over cross-town rival Saint
Mary's University.
Nick Altavilla and Brian
Breen also added home runs for
WSU in the 32-hit non-conference homer-fest. Brad Huegel hit
a grand slam for the Cardinals
with teammate Matt Domarus
hitting a solo shot.
The amazing part about the
Warriors offensive explosion
was how contagious the homers
where. Zick blasted a three-run
shot in the first inning, with
Gilbertson and Altavilla answering for back-to-back-to-back
homers. Then in the eighth
inning Pitzenberger jacked his
grand slam, followed by Zick
and Gilbertson adding solo
shots.
Zick led the way offensively,
going 4-for-4 from the plate,
with four RBIs and two runs
scored. Gilbertson, Altavilla,
Breen and Jason Denzer each

An opening
week to
remember

recorded a pair of hits, with
Breen also racking up four RBIs.
Pitzenberger was the third Warrior with four RBI.
The Cardinals actually out-hit
WSU, with Huegel knocking
four of SMU's 18 hits. Huegel
went 4-for-5 with four RBI and
three runs scored. Jamie
Nowaczewski, Scott Morrison
and Domarus each laced three
hits, with Domarus chalked up
three RBIs.
John Spaeth started the game
for the Warriors, giving up four
earned runs on nine hits in three
innings of work. Josh Loewen
pitched 3 1/3 innings of relief
giving up five runs on five hits
and Lane Carlson finished the
game strong scattering four hits
in 2 2/3 innings to get the win.

YAROtaiailt

Sports
Reporter

SMU 130 000 501 — 10 18 2
WSU 511 00028x-17 14 2
Duda, Ebert (3), Weinandt
(6), Kittleson (7), Hognagel (7)
and Morrison; Spaeth, Loewen
(4), Carlson (7) and Breen,
Berquist (9). WP — Carlson. LP
— Kittleson. HR — Huegel
(SMU), Domarus (SMU),
Pitzenberger (WSU), Zick 2
(WSU), Gilbertson 2 (WSU),
Altavilla, Breen.

Baseball team garners national ranking
The Winona State University
baseball team was ranked No. 30
in the recent Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper Division II poll.
The Warriors are tied for No.
30 with New Mexico-Highlands,
South Carolina-Aiken, Wingate
and Southern IllinoisEdwardsville. All five teams
received 18 votes each.
Tampa University is ranked
first with a 33-4 record, followed
by North Florida's 30-8 record.
Georgia College and State is
third with a 33-8 record.
WSU isn't the only Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
team ranked in the top 30. Wayne

State College is ranked No. 23
with a 18-4 record. The two
teams meet April 27 in Winona.
Other teams ranked that are in
WSU's region include Central
Missouri State, who's ranked
sixth and Fort Hays State (Kan.),
who's ranked No. 21.

Jenny Butler/WrNoNAN

Winona State Univeristy's John Spaeth unloads a pitch during Saturday's game at
Loughrey Field against Saint Mary's University. WSU won the game 17-10.

See Yarolimek, Page 10

Women's tennis lose to Eau Claire and MSU,M
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — Saturday was not a good day for the
Winona State University
women's tennis team.
The Warriors were swept by
the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire 9-0 and Minnesota State
University, Mankato 5-4.
Against Eau Claire, no WSU
player was able to get a singles
match into a third set. Meanwhile, against MSU,M, the Warriors were able to win two doubles matches, but had to forfeit
at No. 6 singles, which in the

7-6, 6-1; Melissa Huppert (EC)
won by default.
Doubles
Cope-Muellner (EC) def.
Schenck-Darveaux, 8-4; HoverTaver (EC) def. Voels-BruggeUW-Eau Claire 9, WSU 0
man, 8-0; Stafford-Molly CadSingles
Molly Cope (EC) def. Kelly well (EC) def. Bohn-Lori
Schenck, 6-1, 6-1; Allison Hover Wienke, 8-2.
(EC) def. Karen Darveaux, 6-0,
MSU, Mankato 5, WSU 4
6-1; Jenny Stafford (EC) def.
Singles
Beth Voels, 6-0, 6-1; Andrea
Kelly Schenck (WSU) def.
Muellner (EC) def. Brea
Bruggeman, 7-5, 6-2; Megan Nicole Kahnka, 6-1, 6-1; Melina
Taver (EC) def. Suzanne Bohn, Hofforogge (MSU,M) def.
end cost them the win.
WSU (9-8 overall) travels to
the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse at 3 p.m. today.

Karen Darveaux, 6-1, 6-3; Victoria Holland (MSU,M) def.
Beth Voels, 6-1, 6-1; Brea
Bruggeman (WSU) def. Jenny
McCall, 6-3, 6-2; Elizabeth
Hansen (MSU,M) def. Suzanne
Bohn, 6-1, 6-4; Kristin Hinkley
(MSU,M) won by default.
Doubles
Schenck-Darveaux (WSU)
def. Kahnka-Hofforogge, 8-2;
Voels-Bruggeman (WSU) def.
Hansen-Hinkley, 8-6; HollandMaja Copic (MSU,M) def.
Bohn-Lori Wienke, 8-4.

Winona Scoreboard
Baseball
WSU 0-5, UW-Stevens Point 1-3
WSU 3-0, Iowa State 0-9
WSU 17, Saint Mary's 10
WSU 4-1, C-SP 0-0

Softball
WSU vs. Northern State, ppd.
WSU vs. NSIC South Division
Crossover, cancelled

The Major League baseball season is in full swing
and it is already evident
that this year will be a
record-breaking year.
With Hideo Nomo tossing a no-hitter in his first
outing for the Boston Red
Sox and Pedro Martinez
striking out 23 batters in his
15 innings of work this year
and giving up just seven
hits and one run, it leaves
just one question. Nomar
who?
Well pitchers get in the
groove faster than batters
right? Don't tell that to
Aramis Ramirez of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, who hit
three home runs Sunday or
Carlos Delgado of the
Toronto Blue Jays who
went deep three times last
Wednesday and knocked a
pair out two days later.
In our neck of the
woods, the biggest story is
those two teams that we are
supposed to cheer for, even
though there hasn't been
much to get excited about
for a few years.
Well the Minnesota
Twins started out the season on fire winning its first
three games to find themselves in sole possession of
first place in the American
League Central Division —
not the Indians, not the
White Sox, but the tWINs.
OK, so they came back
down to reality by dropping
two over the weekend to

Women's track takes seventh at Luther
DECORAH, Iowa — Tracy
Knippel's school record in the
triple jump helped the Winona
State University women's track
and field team to a seventhplace finish at the Luther College Norse Relays Saturday.
Knippel, a freshman,
jumped 34 feet-10 1/4 inches,
which was good enough for
thrid place at the meet.
Nora Prom also had a third
place finish in the hammer
throw (114-3).
Jenny Klatt was fourth in
the hammer throw with 113-8.

Jamie Miller added a fifth in
the long jump with a leap of
16-5. She was also part of the
1,600 sprint medley relay along
with Becky Kjeldsen, Jenny
Cuculi and Jill Guenther that
took fifth. Their time was
4:36.28, good enough for a
school record.
The Warriors are off until
April 21 when they travel to St.
Olaf College in Northfield,
Minn.The Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference meet for
WSU is May 11-12 in Moorhead, Minn:

Quote of the Week
Track
WSU, 7th

Women's Tennis
UW-Eau Claire 9, WSU 0
MSU,M 5, WSU 4

"I've succeded in what I wanted to accomplish.
I don't feel ecstatic yet. It hasn't sunk in."
— Tiger Woods on winning the Masters Sunday,
his fourth straight major championship victory.
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the Kansas City Royals, but
they are still in a tie for the top
spot in the division.
And our neighbors to the
east, the Milwaukee Brewers
may have lost their first four
games of the year, but the beer
flowed like wine in the friendly
confines of beautiful new Miller
Park, and the Brew Crew didn't
disappoint. The Junior Griffeyless Reds were no match for
Milwaukee, who swept the
three-game series. And when
Ken Griffey Jr. did step up to
the plate, as a pinch-hitter Sunday, he fanned with the bases
loaded.
So the Brewers and the
Twins are both off on the right
foot, and not only are they winning some games, they are
doing it with players like Jacque
Jones and Geoff Jenkins–
nobodies.
In the Twins game Sunday,
their position players salaries,
minus the pitchers, totaled a
whopping 1.86 million dollars.
Not each, but that was the total
salaries for eight Twins players.
That amount is half of the average salary of one New York
Yankees player.
The Brewers leader in four
offensive categories, Jeromy
Burnitz, makes just 5.5 million
this year. He is batting .375 with
three home runs, eight RBIs,

Continued from Page 9

and five runs scored, while the
252-million dollar man, Alex
Rodriguez, is under .300 with
no home runs and just a pair of
RBIs.
The big-money Yankees,
whose payroll exceeds
$109,791,000, has four players
making over 10 millions dollars
per year and twelve players
making over 4 million. How
many players on the Twins
make over 4 million? One.
What does this all mean?
That Minnesota, with the smallest payroll in the majors, just
over 24.8 million, can win
games and teams like the Yankees, where Bernie Williams
and Derek Jeter make 24.9 million between them, can lose
games. Hopefully this can come
true this year, like it did for the
Oakland A's last year, winning
the AL West with the second
smallest payroll of 33.8 million.
The Twins and the Yankees
will clash at the Metrodome for
a three-game series starting
April 30. Maybe for once talent
and heart will overshadow the
almighty dollar. We'll have to
wait and see.
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Baseball team splits with UW-Stevens Point
It took the Winona State University baseball team a game and a half to get
their bats going on April 3, but they were able to manage a split of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point at Loughrey Field. The Warriors were
shutout and held to one hit in a 1-0 loss in the first game, but a five-run fourth
inning in Game 2 gave WSU a 5-3 win and split.
The Pointers ace pitcher, Troy Bielmeier, put on a clinic in the opening
game, throwing 54 of his 87 pitches for strikes. Travis Zick was the only Warrior to touch him, dropping in a hit in the fourth inning.
Bielmeier set the Warriors down • in order in four different innings and
struck out four and walked two in his seven innings on the hill.
For WSU, John Spaeth also had a strong outing, scattering five hits and
walking one while striking out two.
The second game saw the Warriors struggles from the plate continued for
the first three innings. Zick again singled in the fourth, but this time his teammates followed his lead.
Nolan Gilbertson singled, and Nick Altavilla reached on a fielders choice,
loading the bases for Jeff Dobbertin.
His RBI single scored Zick to put WSU on the board, but it was Kyle Butt
who did the damage, doubling to center field to clear the bases and give the
Warriors their fourth run of the inning. Then Travis Welch laid down a suicide
squeeze to score Butt.
Josh Loewen got the win for WSU, pitching 5 2/3 innings and giving up
two runs on five hits. Loewen struck out three and walked one.
Paul Kristof picked up the save, throwing the final 1 1/3 innings.

Andrea Leckscheid/WmoNAN

Winona State University's Jason Denzer attempts to make a popup catch during the game against University of WisconsinStevens Point April 3 at Loughrey Field.
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Chris Yarolimek is a sports
reporter for the Winonan. He
can be reached via e-mail at
cyarolimek@lycos.corn.

Athletes getting better in skill, but younger in maturity

Is Jordan coming back again?
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The
owner of the Washington Wizards said he has a "gut feeling"
that Michael Jordan will return
to the NBA next season.
In a story that ran on the
front page of yesterday's Washington Post, Wizards majority
owner Abe Pollin said he
believes the odds are that Jordan will play for the Wizards
next season. Pollin stressed that
he did not know if Jordan has
made up his mind yet.
"The odds are that he's going
to come back," Pollin said. "I
think he's going to decide
whether he's going to be able to
play at the level that is satisfying to him."
Jordan, a part-owner and
president of basketball operations for Washington, has consistently said that he's 99.9 per-
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cent sure he'll never play again.
Pollin stressed to the Post
that he was simply stating his
opinion. "What I said was my
gut feeling," Pollin said. "It's
his decision. I didn't think he'd
come back when I first heard
the talk. But when Mario
Lemieux came back to the Penguins, it stirred something in
Michael."
Lemieux, one of the owners
of the Pittsburgh Penguins,
returned to the ice in December
after retiring at the end of the
1997 season and led the Penguins into the playoffs.
Pollin said he thinks Jordan,
who won six NBA titles with
the Chicago Bulls, is going
through a self-examination of
sorts. Jordan has been working
out recently, including practicing with the Wizards.

flu NOW HIRING 1111
DEVELOPMENTAL
ACHEVEVIENT
CENTER, INC

(A NON-PROFIT COkPOR.ATIN)

PROVIDE VOCATIONAL AND LIFE SKILLS
SUPPORT TO ADULTS WITH
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

STUDENTS
MAKE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON
SOMEONE'S LIFE BY WORKING FOR
THE DAC
VARIOUS SHIFTS AND HOURS AVAILABLE
NOW TO WORK.. FLEXIBILITY AND
DEPENDABILITY VERY IMPORTANT.
APPLY AT OUR OFFICE 1721 WEST SERVICE
DRIVE
(ONE BLOCK NORTH OF COUNTRY
KITCHEN)
PHONE: (507) 452-179&
FAX (507) 452-7504
(APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE)

Off the bench
ver since the demise of Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls a few
years ago people have been desperately searching for the next basketball
dynasty. People wanted another Boston
Celtics team, another Chicago Bulls domination, or even a Knicks resurgence. So
when the Los Angelos Lakers put together a
team of all stars and captured the NBA
championship behind Shaquille O'Neal and
Kobe Bryant, the buzz began about a possible dynasty for this generation.
Unfortunately, Kobe and Shag turned out
to be nothing more than a couple of selfish
whiners who's only goal is to make the
ESPN plays of the week. If those two
worked together to utilize the best insideout game in the league any team would be
hard pressed to beat them. Instead, they
choose to cry to the media about having to

E

share the ball with each other.
I find it hard to believe a player can score
35 points a game and still complain, but
Kobe pulls it off. If it wasn't for Shaq's
almost incoherent speech, he would complain more too.
I don't mean to pick on just the Lakers,
but this phenomena of selfish players has
been rearing its ugly head all over professional sports.
I think the problem begins with attitude.
A football player who can jump up after
making a routine tackle and prance around
like an idiot can not be well in the head.
This is the result of being spoon-fed life just
because they have talent.
These athletes lack the simple skills it
takes to communicate and function in a regular society. Do you ever wonder why every
post-game interview sounds the same? It's
because the athletes don't know anything
else, they fall back on instinct.
Finding a smart athlete these days is rare.
Even the holy one Michael Jordan was a
rock. I don't care what people try to tell me,
that man was dumb. But who cares? People like Jordan aren't here on earth to give
lectures, they are here to entertain us with
their talent.
So why am I ranting on about these players if they don't need to function mentally

to hit a jump shot? Because the lack of
mental capacity they show in post game
interviews is showing up in contract negotiations and team unity.
Kobe Bryant in acting like a child
because for his entire life, he has had exactly what he wants exactly when he wants it.
Never before has professional sports seen
the conditioning and recruiting then what
we are seeing today. The sport just keeps
getting better and the athletes younger.
An 18-year-old is thrust right out of high
school and into an adult's world, getting
paid adult wages, and is expected to act like
an adult. When this doesn't happen, people
ignore the problem or cover it up. These are
the same people who turn 40 and get arrested for the third time on drug charges.
Before we know it we have a society of
uneducated millionaires with a pass to do
whatever they want, both on and off the
court. The term, "shut up and play" doesn't
apply anymore.
Do I think the heart of professional
sports is gone? No. But unless we put our
priorities in order and start teaching rather
than just giving, the darkest days are ahead.
End of lecture.
❑

❑

❑

Mark McPherson can be reached via email at markemcpherson@hotmail.corn.

Pitching carries baseball team to a split with Iowa State
AMES, Iowa – Behind
strong pitching performances by
Dan Weinkauf and Andrew Larson, the Winona State University baseball team shut out Division I Iowa State University 3-0
in the first game of a non conference double header last
Wednesday, but the Cyclones
bounced back to take the night
cap 9-0.
Weinkauf started Game 1 and

pitched four solid innings, giving up three hits to the 14 batters
he faced. Larson came in right
where Weinkauf left off, going
the final three innings to shut the
Cyclones down. The duo cornbined to allow just four hits in
the shutout.
Five of the first six Warriors
in the batting order notched hits,
with Travis Welch, who scored a
pair of runs on the day, adding

the other.
Iowa State's bats awoke in
the second game for nine runs
on 10 hits. Centerfielder T.J.
Bohn led the way for the
Cyclones going 3-for-4 with
three RBIs. The real story was
the ISU pitchers, who also combined to pitch a four-hit shutout.
Nolan Gilbertson, Nick
Altavilla, Paul Kristof and
Welch were the only Warriors to

AN ARMY OF ONE

manage the hits.
Troy Heifort started on the
hill for the Warriors, but sat
down after giving up six runs
(three earned) in the first two
innings.
Tony Nelson pitched the next
three innings, giving up three
runs on four hits. Lane Carlson
pitched the last inning in relief.

If you are a Winona
State University club
team and would like to
have your results
published in the
Winonan, contact sports
editor Jason Schulte at
507-457-5220.

IF YOU THINK A NIGHT
IN A FOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY A LIFETIME IN A CUBICLE.
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in fields ranging from medicine, construction and law
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You'll be trained. Then you'll use those skills from the
first day on the job. It's a great way to start moving in
the direction you want to go.
Find One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier
at GOARMY.COM
or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
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And we'll help you Lind what's best for you.
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Affirmative action works
Arguments against policy used flawed logic
SLAVEY TOLEV

Editorial columnist

L

ast week the courts in the state of
Michigan opened up a can of worms
by mandating that the U of M stop
using race as factor in its admissions. A
white student claimed her law school application was denied in favor of students of
color with lower LSAT scores and GPA. The
decision came as another blow to affirmative action programs in higher education following similar decisions in California and
Texas. The university administration
appealed immediately, and the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has put a hold on the
judge's decision.
However, the battle is far from over. In
fact, the case seems to be the opening stage
of a larger conflict in our society. For the last
five or so years, the anti-affirmative action
message has been growing louder by the
day. With the Bush administration in place,
the future of affirmative action seems to be
unclear and uncertain.
People like Linda Chavez, the bitter old
lady left out of a position in Bush's government, believe that "universities routinely
admit less qualified black and Hispanic students over better qualified whites and Asians
— all in the name of diversity."
Furthermore, she claims that affirmative
action programs are not only hurting those
left out, but the intended beneficiaries as
well. The argument is that by admitting
minority students without the necessary
educational background, the universities are
doing them a double disfavor. These students are not prepared to compete in the rigorous academic environment, and thus often
fail or drop out. Also, the self-esteem and
pride of the minority students is hurt by the
fact that they are admitted without the necessary qualifications. Thus, the argument
goes, affirmative action not only fails to
alleviate the situation of minorities in this
country but it further worsens it.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Affirmative action programs prepare students of all races to be better prepared to
compete not only in the academic environment but otherwise as well. Thanks to affirmative action programs, minority students

are allowed access to more sources of
knowledge and better teaching methods than
they would have had otherwise. This gives
them the opportunity to be better prepared to
deal with different challenges later on in life.
It is rather obvious that better education
opportunities lead to better education. Without affirmative action programs in place,
these students will continue to be part of the
vicious cycle that relegated them to a lower
educational level in the first place.
Furthermore, other students also benefit
from these programs because of their exposure to a different point of view. In today's
increasingly interdependent world, the ability to communicate with others different
from one's self is very important. Eliminating affirmative action programs deprives the
majority of students from a different point of
view.
Chavez and others like her would like
you to believe that minorities themselves are
opposed to such programs as they are
degrading to them. Interestingly, Chavez
makes no mention of a different 'affirmative
action' program used mostly by academically unprepared Caucasian students seeking
admissions into top-notch schools. It is the
already privileged students who are getting
preferential treatment in admission to highpriced private colleges. So, discriminating
on the basis of color is wrong, but discrimination based on economic status is just fine.
Great logic Mrs. Chavez!
Furthermore, rich kids don't suffer from
low self-esteem because mom and dad got
them into college, so why should the minority students? A great example of a rich kid
who got into Yale and Harvard thanks to
daddy's money and alumni privileges, is
President Bush. He was barely admitted into
the Ivy League schools, but you don't see
him suffering from low self-esteem.
What it really comes down to is that
some people are uneasy about giving up
some of their privileges. Therefore, they will
try to discredit great programs such as affirmative action as unproductive. However, the
simple truth of the matter is that the more
they feel threatened by it and fight it, the
more it proves that it is working, as others
are sharing those privileges.
Reach
Slavey
Tolev
at
slavey@vax2.winona.msus.edu

Jennifer Selby — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu
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Remember to live life while planning it
MELISSA DAUL

Editorial columnist

/

haven't been back to the dorms
too often since I moved out last
May. I don't intentionally avoid
the buildings, but now that I live off
campus, I feel strange walking
around in someone else's house.
Last year about this time, my
current roommates and I spent a lot
of time planning. We made decisions like who was going to bring
the couch, microwave and even
measuring cups. We spent a lot of
our time looking forward to this
year. Now that we live off campus,
dealing with our problems without
an RA or hall director or the cornfort of separate rooms floors away
from each other, I realize how much
we took for granted those times we
did have in the dorms.
Almost everyone I knew lived in
Lucas Hall. I split my time away

from class between first and fourth
floor. When I look back and
remember the times we had, it
seems like such a good time. I find
myself wondering, why was I in
such a hurry to leave?
Although I don't regret the decision to move off campus, I feel a little bit of remorse for the fact that I
didn't take time to enjoy the situation. I will, most likely, never live
in a situation like that again: All of
my friends were in one building,
having our own little corner of the
world, but We were able to share
that private space with anyone we
chose. It was so nice to be able to
retreat to my room and play whatever music I wanted to, watch whatever television channel I preferred
and know that I didn't have to
answer the door if I didn't want to.
The thing I miss most about the
dorms are those people I knew but
didn't know well. Everyone knows
those people. You saw them in the
hall or in the lounge and would talk

about your day or the upcoming
weekend. When you bump into
them now, you're not sure what to
say. There's too much to catch up
on while you're both heading
toward opposite ends of campus to
get to class on time. It's sad that the
lack of effort is what separates us
from these acquaintances.
No matter what those of you
who dwell in the dorms now think
of the building, when you're gone,
there are some things you will miss.
I just feel sorry that I spent so much
time last year looking forward to
this year. I can never get back those
times spent in Lucas. I let some of
that freshman experience slip by
while I was looking forward to that
sophomore year off campus. Maybe
we're doomed to always look
ahead, but sometimes you need to
live in the now and appreciate the
uniqueness of the experience.

U U D
Reach Melissa Daul at mdaul@
hotmail corn.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

•

Chemically-whitened paper bad
for environment, university

survives

Dear editor,

FORMAL [DUCA
— Albert Einstein

11:111

■ LAUREN OSBORNE,

check it

In a continuing effort to
meet your information and
entertainment needs, the
editorial board members
and advertising managers
will provide readers with
local attractions, events,
places and information
sources to explore.

This week: Ways
to stay relaxed
during finals

feature editor: Get plenty
of outdoor exercise. Jog,
walk or swing down by
the lake.

■ JENNIFER SELBY,
managing editor: Spend a lot
of time studying in the next
two weeks, so you can
spend finals week relaxing
and getting
plenty of sleep.
■ JACKIE KUELMANN,
advertising manager: Take a
break and play outside.
■ JENNY BUTLER, photo
editor: Reward yourself during breaks, either with
snacks or TV.

■ JASON SCHULTE, sports
editor: Take a break at the
first moment of stress.
■ BILL RADDE, news
editor: Study by the lake.
■ MISSY TEFF, online
editor: Take a short break
every hour to stretch, talk
with a friend or go outside.
Just make sure the breaks
aren't longer than the study
time.
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I am writing you about a matter I am
deeply concerned with: the consumption
of chemically whitened paper here on
campus. I believe that if part of our
mission truly is to "improve our world"
then we need alternatives to the environmentally reprehensible way in which we
patronize the services of polluters.
The paper industry in this country
dumps 700 million tons of organochlorines a year. It is the second highest
polluter of this kind in the country. High
amounts of organochlorines have been
linked to birth defects, various types of
cancer, hormonal changes, sterility and
breast cancer just to name a few. All of
this for the simple purpose of making our
paper sparkly white.
There are two other ways in which
paper can be whitened without the use of
organochlorines: oxygen treatment and
hydrogen peroxide treatment. This paper
is of very high quality and the price is
very competitive.
There are corporations operating in the
United States today that make this paper,
and they actually make it at a lower cost
than their polluting associates. I think it is
time we investigate this matter.
If we truly are "a community of learners, dedicated to improving our world,"
we need to start right here, right now. You
will find it is not only environmentally
appropriate but also fiscally responsible.
It is not unknown that Midwesterners are
very eco-conscious, and I believe promoting the fact that we made a switch to
chemical-free paper will be a big draw for
the school. The potential media coverage

is also a benefit we cannot ignore. If you
would be interested in supporting this
cause, please respond whenever
convenient.

Brian Blitz
Sophomore/photojournalism
Destruction of rape poster
needless; repair gives hope

Dear editor,
As members of the WSU community
have probably noticed, April is Sexual
Assault Awareness Month. To facilitate
recognition of this growing crime and its
victims and survivors, a group of students
has volunteered to organize and publicize
the events. Two weeks ago we hung our
first round of posters – approximately
250 describing three events.
Last week, during our second round, I
discovered a poster in the PAC that had
been torn up and pinned to the bulletin
board in pieces. Who would do such a
thing? Yes, rape might be a difficult thing
to talk about, and people might think it
won't affect them and believe some
instances of rape aren't rape at all, but can
anyone deny it happens, that there are
victims and survivors of rape? This poster
doesn't point fingers or use hostile
language; it simply describes events
planned to bring attention to rape.
Yet, as angered as I was by this
response to rape, I was exhilarated to find
an anonymous person had the virtue to
tape the pieces back together and re-hang
the poster intact. To this person, thank you
for your willingness to confront rape head
on, no matter how many obstacles might
stand in the way.

Sarah Mensink
Senior/English writing

•
We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions expressed
in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system,
Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to the
Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members must
include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name
and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line.
They can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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